Political cartoons are a unique form of media message; they offer voters an opinion on the campaign or candidates encapsulated typically in a single image. However, for those images to be comprehended and appreciated, cartoonists make reference to other events or images to allow readers to receive and digest the message quickly. This study examines representations of presidential candidates in political cartoons to identify how often references to nonelection themes are made, with particular attention to allusions made to factors from popular culture.
As voters collect information and form impressions from mass media during an election, one factor that may influence that impression, but also provide potential relief from other campaign messages, is the political cartoon. An "effective" political cartoon can convey a potentially complex message condensed into a single image (Morris, 1993) . Some have said political cartoons are understood and appreciated primarily by political insiders; they are "inside jokes" that few people understand (Bormann, Koester, & Bennett, 1978) . However, editorial cartoons use a wide variety of symbols to convey messages in a concise manner for readers. Audiences must comprehend those symbols to understand and potentially find humor in political cartoons.
This study examines the variety of references made, primarily those associated with popular culture, in presidential campaign cartoons. The rationale for using such allusions in cartoons may be to aid readers in comprehending the image, as long as they understand the allusion being made. References to popular culture, with which readers may be able to easily associate, offer a connection from what they already understand to potentially complex issues. The use of popular culture references provides what Morris (1993) called domestication, the "process by which abstract ideas and distance, unfamiliar persons or events are converted into something close, familiar, and concrete" (p. 201).
Background
Political cartoons are just one category of a variety of sources that constitute "campaign messages." Other articles in this election-related issue address what we often acknowledge as campaign communication-political advertising, news coverage, public opinion, and presidential debates. Political cartoons, however, need not follow the principles of objectivity we expect in news stories; rather, they are expressing opinions in parallel with newspaper editorials and opinion columns. "Political cartoons are a 'safe'area to express opinions and to make accusations, as opposed to news reports, which are to be factually based and not inflammatory" (Conners, 1998, p. 113) . In addition, to be featured in a political cartoon is traditionally to be criticized or the source of satire, as compared to other media messages. Hill (1984) found a striking comparison between the flattering photographs and reports about Jimmy Carter in the 1976 presidential campaign and cartoon images identified as "peculiarly negative" (p. 182).
Political cartoons and other forms of political humor, however, are part of the composite of election-related messages that voters receive. For example, Jon Stewart's The Daily Show has received considerable attention during presidential campaigns not only because of visits by candidates but also because the show informs some voters as well as, if not better than, mainstream news sources. Kurtz (2004) identified a Pew Center poll and Annenberg Public Policy Center research that find viewers of The Daily Show not only learn about politics from the program but also are similar in their knowledge on current events to newspaper readers and network TV news viewers. Like late-night TV, political cartoons supplement other sources of information and persuasion.
Political cartoons have been embraced by campaigns, which confirms their legitimacy in the political arena of media. Bill Clinton invited Atlanta Journal Constitution cartoonist Mike Luckovich on Air Force One during his 1996 reelection campaign. In addition, in 2004 the Democratic National Committee issued a "book" at the time of the Republication National Convention of cartoons of Halliburton and Dick Cheney. Likewise, the Republication National Committee issued links to cartoon images regarding the Democratic National Convention.
Presidential candidates featured in political cartoons are the focus of past research; contemporary examples include representations of Carter in 1976 (Hill, 1984) , Reagan versus Carter in 1980 (DeSousa & Medhurst, 1982 , Bush versus Dukakis in 1988 (Buell & Maus, 1988; Edwards, 1997) , Bush versus Clinton in 1992 (Koetzle & 480 American Behavioral Scientist Brunell, 1996; Lamb & Burns, 1996) , Dole versus Clinton in 1996 (Sewell, 1998) , and Bush versus Gore in 2000 (Edwards, 2001) .
In their examination of political cartoons of the 1980 presidential election, Medhurst and DeSousa (1981) identified four themes or "major inventional topoi" (p. 200) that were the basis for the current study: political commonplaces, literary/ cultural allusions, personal character traits, and situational themes. Medhurst and DeSousa categorized allusions as "any fictive or mythical character, any narrative or form, whether drawn from legend, folklore, literature, or the electronic media" (p. 201). Although these allusions may aid readers in comprehending the message of a cartoon, "to decode the cartoon, one must be somewhat familiar with the literary or cultural source to which it refers" (Medhurst & DeSousa, 1981, p. 201) . This study explores the extent to which allusions, as well as other popular culture references, appear in political cartoons regarding the 2004 presidential election.
Method
This study employs the same operational definition as Edwards (2001) 1 This time period was selected to include events related to John Kerry's selection of John Edwards as his running mate, as well as both parties' conventions. Cartoon images were collected via Daryl Cagle's online cartoonist index (http:// cagle.msnbc.com/). A collection of 400 political cartoons containing images featuring and/or referencing George W. Bush or Cheney that relate to campaigning (vs. current business of the White House), Kerry, Edwards, and Ralph Nader were included in this analysis. Medhurst and DeSousa's (1981) themes were operationalized in this study as (a) political commonplaces-tying the campaign to other current events as well as the political process itself; (b) character traits-physical or psychological exaggeration; (c) situational themes-short-term situations that appear unexpectedly during a campaign; and (d) allusions-references to literature, music, film, contemporary television, and holidays. Although cartoons were coded based on all of these categories, the last category is the primary focus for discussion and consideration.
Results and Discussion
The appearances of Bush and Kerry are quite equal, with Bush in 38.5% of campaign cartoon images and Kerry in 39.8%. Absent in much other campaign media in 2004, Nader is considerably absent from political cartoons as well, appearing in just 3.4%. As for vice presidential candidates, Cheney appears in 11.5% of cartoon images and Edwards in 8.1%.
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The presidential candidates appear most often alone, or paired in an image with their opponent, and to a lesser extent with their running mate. More images of Kerry and Edwards appeared than Bush and Cheney, although most of these were from July 2004 shortly after the announcement of Edwards as Kerry's running mate.
When considering the four themes of political cartoons identified by Medhurst and DeSousa (1981) , all are apparent in 2004 campaign-related cartoon images.
2 Political commonplaces appear most often, in 33.8% of cartoon images. Examples include preparing for and participating in the presidential debates, campaign traditions such as candidates kissing babies, responding to specific issues such as gay marriage, and events of the conventions. Connections with past campaigns are also present, including cartoons portraying Bush in a tank, an image that harkens back to Michael Dukakis's campaign in 1988.
Character traits, typically physical exaggerations, are dominant in 12.8% of cartoons. Examples of these include references to the size of Kerry's hair and rumors of his Botox use. Edwards's smile is likely the most common physical trait emphasized, appearing as the Cheshire cat and as a smile of teeth representing the southern states. In contrast, Cheney's lack of a smile or struggle to smile is a common image of the vice president. The physical distinction made most often between Bush and Kerry is height, with Kerry often appearing considerably taller than Bush.
Connections of the presidential campaign to nonpolitical events-situational themes-appear in 7.0% of cartoons analyzed. One of the most common news events connected to campaign cartoons is the hurricane season Florida and other southern states battled in fall 2004. Democratic senator Zell Miller, who spoke at the Republican National Convention, appears as a source of hurricanes, whereas the "hot air" from Bush and Kerry is portrayed as another source of the storms. Other images portray Bush visiting storm-stricken areas, and parallels are made between the devastation from the storms in Florida and the devastation from continuing violence in Iraq. A second event in many campaign images is references to Mt. St. Helen's volcano, which made some rumblings of activity in fall 2004. Examples include images of Kerry blaming Bush for the volcano's eruption, Cheney as a volcano about to erupt regarding continuing questions about Halliburton, and the presidential debate as a volcano with no serious eruption. One nonenvironmental story that appears in reference to the campaign involves the Edvard Munch painting The Scream being stolen from the Munch Museum in Norway in August 2004; in more than one image, Bush's face resembles the one in the painting.
Although these images make unique connections between news events and politics, readers may not realize the link implied by the cartoonist. In that sense, these cartoon images do require readers to be well informed on other current events and to be consumers of other news sources besides editorial pages.
Allusions are made in 25.6% of cartoons in this sample, indicating their prominence in political cartoons. For purposes of this further assessment, the category of allusions was broken down in the coding to include the following subcategories: sports, holidays, literature, and other entertainment references (TV ads, etc.). Sports or game references appear in 9.3% of cartoons, for which boxing references are the most popular. Images show Bush and Kerry sparring in the ring; one cartoon portrays Bush with an oversized glove labeled WMD for weapons of mass destruction. Kerry and Bush are also portrayed as boxing managers offering their "athletes" (the voters) very different advice.
Other sports-related images portray Bush, Kerry, and Nader; for example, they appear together in one cartoon racing boats on the water, with Bush's sail much larger than Kerry's, although Kerry's has a square cut out of the center that serves as Nader's sail for the race, implying Nader may take Kerry's voters away in the election. Olympic games references also appear, as the summer 2004 Olympics had recently concluded. Bush is portrayed hanging on gymnastic rings and in another image, as receiving the gold medal from the U.S. Supreme Court as part of the men's gymnastics controversy (a reference to the Court's decision in 2000 that awarded Bush the presidential victory in Florida). Allegations of Kerry's flip-flopping are portrayed in images such as Kerry playing against himself in a tennis match, whereas Cheney and Edwards appear dueling in full armor prior to their vice presidential debate. The portrayal of Bush and Kerry as jockeys fighting for the lead of the race (see Figure 1) visually reinforces the horserace theme of political campaigns as well as media coverage of elections.
Holidays are referred to in 4.0% of cartoons, nearly all of which are Halloween references, as it falls shortly before Election Day. Haunted houses represent the Bush campaign headquarters or Cheney's house of Halliburton. Cheney is portrayed telling spooky stories of what will happen if Kerry is elected president, and many other images represent the presidential candidates involved in "trick or treat" on Halloween or in candidate costumes (see Figure 2) . Children's stories are also popular sources of imagery, from Bush being portrayed as Chicken Little screaming "the sky is falling" or as the emperor with no clothes (described instead as the emperor with no closure) to Bush as Pinocchio with a growing nose. Parallels are made as well between the presidential candidates and Winnie the Pooh characters (see Figure 3) , with Bush as the bouncing Tigger and Kerry as the donkey Eeyore, which may reflect the cartoonist's impressions of their personalities.
The final category representing allusions in campaign cartoons, entertainment references, appears in 8.0% of cartoon images. In an overlap with the holiday category, Bush appears as Charlie Brown waiting with Linus in the pumpkin patch for the Great Pumpkin on Halloween, with Bush waiting for weapons of mass destruction to be found. Cartoons also feature references to brand names and advertising, with the White House appearing as a drive-through Burger King featuring many "Whoppers" on its menu 3 or Bush appearing in a Geico insurance advertisement. TV program references also appear in a number of political cartoons regarding the campaign. In one political cartoon, the Democratic National Convention is compared to ABC's Extreme Makeover program; another involves talk show therapist Dr. Phil at one of the presidential debates between Bush and Kerry. Other television-related images include a discussion of replacing Cheney as Bush's running mate (possibly with the 2004 record-winning contestant from Jeopardy, Ken Jennings) or draw parallels between the competition of the presidential debates and CBS's program that involves a different approach to voting, Survivor (see Figure 4) . In summary, Medhurst and DeSousa's (1981) taxonomy continues to reflect a substantial portion of political cartoons related to presidential elections. Although the other themes identified may merit additional explication as well, this study explores in further detail the use of allusions, specifically from popular culture, that are used in contemporary cartoons. The use of allusion is quite popular in cartoons regarding the 2004 presidential elections, and references to popular culture are numerous in this sample. The challenges in the use of such allusions in political cartoons (and in the study of them as well) are their potential for confusion or misunderstanding and their fleeting nature relative to news events. Potential allusions to a short-lived television program or advertising slogan would be difficult to identify and understand historically. Yet at the time of the original publication of such political cartoons, they offer readers a shortcut in processing the message of that particular cartoon image.
If readers are familiar with Star Wars' Darth Vader and can identify that in a political cartoon image of Cheney, for example, they may ascribe qualities of the character to the individual featured. The political cartoonist need not explain qualities or characteristics of an individual but can instead represent them through these types of allusion. Even in their early discussions of these themes, DeSousa and Medhurst (1982) identified that these literary and cultural allusions may be elite allusions from history, folklore, or literature or may be from the popular arts and mass media. It is noteworthy that their discussion more than 20 years prior to this analysis also identifies electionrelated political cartoons making allusions to Star Wars and the Wizard of Oz. Indeed, popular culture icons such as these have greater longevity than others.
It should also be noted that although not analyzed for this study, many political cartoonists feature other individuals related to elections beyond the presidential candidates. Candidate spouses, who are the focus of considerable campaign coverage as well as political communication research, appear in images regarding their husbands' campaigns. For example, Teresa Heinz Kerry makes an appearance in a number of political cartoons surrounding the Democratic National Convention and her encounter with a newspaper reporter, as well as a negative remark about stay-at-home mothers later in the campaign. However, only one image within this sample portrays Laura Bush campaigning for her husband. This distinction may reflect other patterns of media attention to these women, as well as their public involvement in their husbands' campaigns.
